
User Manual 

7495/7496

2-Way Active Wall Mount Speakers 
(Pair) - 25W 

Introduction

Thank you for purchasing these Monoprice Active Speakers!

For best results, please read this manual completely before 
attempting to install or use these speakers. Pay extra attention to 
the Safety Tips and Warnings below to ensure both your own 
personal safety and the long-term service from of these speakers.

Safety Tips and Warnings

Do not expose these speakers to water or moisture of any kind. 
They are not waterproof and exposure could result in fire, electrical 
shock, and damage to the speakers and surrounding property.

Take care to ensure that the power cords do not become worn or 
damaged. Inspect the power cord for damage prior to plugging it 
into a live electric circuit. If the cord is damaged replace it with a 
standard PC power cord (IEC 60320 C13 plug to NEMA 5-15 plug).

When plugging or unplugging the power cord, grip the connector 
head and not the cord itself. Pulling on the cord can result in 
damage to the cord, which could in turn lead to an electric short 
and/or fire.

Never touch the power cord or speaker with wet hands or when 
standing in water. Doing so could lead to electric shock.

Avoid installing or using the speakers in a humid or dusty environ-
ment.



FREQUENCY RESPONSE  

RMS

OUEPUT SENSITIVITY

25Wx2@8

0.7V

DIMENSION(mm)

GROSS WEIGHT

 220X196X290

TREBLE CONTROL 

AC POWE R SUPPLY 

10db

MODEL

 20Hz~20KHz/1W, 0.5db

BASS  CONTROL 10db

10.1Kg

MPA-25-BK 

AC120V/50Hz~60Hz

AC120V/50Hz~60Hz

SPECIFICATIONSDIMENSION
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1. Ensure that the mounting surface can 
support the speaker weight of Speaker weight 
of 22.3 lbs (10.1 Kg).

3. You can mount the bracket using the 
two keyholed mounting points or with a 
single screw through the hole in the 
center.

4. Insert the speaker into the speaker 
bracket and secure it in place using the 
two bracket mounting screws.

5. Your speaker is now mounted correctly. 
Repeat the process with the other 
bracket and speaker.

2. Using the speaker bracket, mark the installation with a pencil. Use a 
carpenter's level to ensure the bracket will be correctly aligned.
(Figure: Bracket dimensions)
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